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Abstract

Most digital cameras use a single image sensor to cap-
ture colour images. As a result, only one colour at each
pixel location is acquired. Demosaicking is a technique to
estimate all the other missing colour pixel information in
order to produce a full colour image, while inverse demo-
saicking refers to the recovery of the single image sensor
values from the full colour image. Early digital cameras
using primitive demosaicking algorithms to produce a full
colour image have resulted in inferior quality images with
colour artifacts. Generally, the removal of those artifacts
is not achievable by the application of direct filtering. If
we can recover the actual image sensor values from a full
colour image and re-demosaic it again using state-of-the-
art recently developed demosaicking algorithms, a better
image can be produced without filtering. In this paper, a
novel technique using wavelet transform is proposed to in-
verse demosaic a full colour image in order to recover the
actual sensor values. It is then re-demosaicked using an
advanced recently developed demosaicking method to re-
produce an output image with minimal colour artifacts.

1. Introduction
Since the image sensor is the most expensive component

of the digital camera [10], current consumer digital cameras

use only a single CCD sensor to capture images. CCD im-

age sensors can only detect information about the brightness

of incident light, and thus a mosaic of colour filters is over-

laid on the sensor to obtain colour information. However,

each colour filter only passes one colour component.

The Bayer RGB pattern [1], shown in Fig. 1, is the most

common colour filter array (CFA) used. The Bayer array

measures the green colour on a quincunx (checkerboard)

grid and the red and blue colours on rectangular grids. The

green colour is sampled at twice the rate of the red or blue

values because the peak sensitivity of the human visual sys-

tem lies in the green spectrum [1]. The pattern exploits

the fact that the human eye perceives intensity edges better

than colour edges and that the green component contains

the highest amount of intensity information [11].

CFA demosaicking is a digital process to obtain full

colour images from images captured by a single image sen-

sor. A Bayer mosaic image sensor does not allow the full

red, green and blue colour planes to be captured. In other

words, the image colour is captured in a sub-sampled pat-

tern. Thus, in order to produce a full colour image, the miss-

ing colours at each pixel location must be interpolated.

Demosaicking refers to the estimation of the missing

colour values in the CFA sensor data, and it is a critical

process in the quality of the stored image. A majority of the

cameras and cell phones will store images in the JPEG for-

mat (rather than RAW format), with the exception of profes-

sional digital cameras. For images captured by early gener-

ation digital cameras and digital cameras with limited com-

putational capability, only simple demosaicking algorithms

are implemented. Those simple demosaicking algorithms

have a common problem in that they produce images with a

significant amount of colour artifacts. These colour artifacts

are generally difficult to be removed by filtering as they do

not exhibit common noise characteristics.

With the advancement in the development of demosaick-

ing algorithms [4, 9, 5, 8, 2, 13, 7], high quality images

with minimal artifacts can be produced. In this paper,

we propose to take advantage of this new development to

re-demosaicked older images with colour artifacts which

were previously produced by inferior primitive demosaick-

ing techniques.

The quality of demosaicking algorithms impacts greatly

on the amount of detail and artifacts seen in the processed

digital images. When an image has fine details near the the

resolution limit of the digital camera, the demosaicking al-

gorithm can sometime produce false colour or colour moire

patterns. Another artifact is the zipper effect which can usu-

ally be seen along abrupt edges.

One common feature of simple demosaicking algorithms

to reduce computational burden is that they only process

the missing colour values whilst leaving the original sensor

data intact. Our proposed method is to extract those original
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(a) GRBG (b) GBRG

(c) RGGB (d) BGGR

Figure 1. The 4 Possible Bayer Pattern Configurations.

sensor data from the full colour image for re-demosaicking

using state-of-the-art demosaicking algorithms [4, 9, 5, 8, 2,

13, 7].

In section 2, we propose an inverse demosaicking tech-

nique to first extract the original CFA sensor data from

the stored full colour image based on the assumption that

the CFA sensor data remains more-or-less intact in the im-

age processed by the simple demosaicking technique imple-

mented in the digital camera. Section 3 gives a description

of our overall proposed re-demosaicking method.

2. Extraction of True Colour Sensor Data
In this paper, we assume that the CFA pattern used is the

Bayer pattern, but our proposed theory is applicable to other

patterns. For the Bayer pattern, 50% of the pixels are green,

25% are red and 25% are blue. For the green pixels, they

are located on a checkerboard grid, hence there are only four

possible configurations as shown in Fig. 1. The first task for

inverse demosaicking is to identify which one of the four

CFA configurations was used in capturing the image. The

subsequent task is to extract the CFA pixel values from the

demosaicked image.

2.1. Assumptions for Inverse Demosaicking

Our proposed method is based on the following assump-

tions.

2.1.1 Assumption 1

For simple demosaicking algorithms used in the early gen-

eration digital cameras, the CFA pixel values from the sen-

sor before demosaicking will more-or-less be retained after

demosaicking, i.e. the simple demosaicking process will

not alter those sensor pixel values, and will only interpolate

(a) The green plane with GA as

the true sensor values, as indi-

cated in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b).

(b) The green plane with GB as

the true sensor values, as indi-

cated in Fig. 1(c) and Fig. 1(d).

Figure 2. Alternatives for Actual Green Pixel Location.

the other missing colour pixel values. The reason was to

reduce computational burden of the demosaicking process

because the computational capability of the early genera-

tion cameras was very limited. Moreover since those sensor

pixel values are the actual true values, it is rational and prac-

tical to retain those values in the demosaicked image.

2.1.2 Assumption 2

Since the missing pixel values are generally determined by

interpolating neighbourhood values by some form of aver-

aging techniques such as Bilinear and Freeman [3], they are

usually smoother than the actual sensor values. In other

words, the interpolated pixel values will contain less high

frequency component energy than the actual sensor pixel

values.

Both assumptions were experimentally verified and the

results are presented in the next section in this paper.

2.2. Location of True Green Sensor Pixels

After demosaicking, half of the green plane pixels con-

sist of true green sensor values, and the other half are inter-

polated values. According to Fig. 1, the two possible loca-

tions of the true green sensor values, namely GA and GB ,

are shown in Fig. 2, where G represents the actual green

pixel values and G represents the interpolated green pixel

values.

For each alternative in Fig. 2, the green plane is divided

into two sub-images of green pixels as shown in Fig. 3, so

that one sub-image contains only actual green sensor values,

and the other contains only interpolated green values.

In order to identify the sub-image containing the actual

green values, we examine their high frequency component

energy. Based on Assumption 2 in section 2.1.2 that the

interpolated green values G are smoother than the actual

green CFA data, the sub-image which contains more high

frequency component energy is the one which contains only

actual green sensor values.
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Figure 3. Extraction of Green pixels to form GA and GB sub-

images.

In order to compare the energy levels of the high fre-

quency components between the two sub-images, we use

filter banks to perform an undecimated wavelet transform.

The filter bank structure consists of 2D seperable filters con-

structed from a low-pass filter (1) and a high-pass filter (2)

to decompose each sub-images into 4 subbands, namely

(LL) both rows and columns are low-pass, filtered, (LH)

rows are low-pass filtered, columns are high-pass filtered,

(HL) rows are high-pass filtered, columns are low-pass fil-

tered, (HH) both rows and columns are high-pass filtered.

h0 = [1 2 1]/4 (1)

h1 = [1 − 2 1]/4 (2)

The four subbands of a sub-image G(m, n) are determined

as follows:

LL(m, n) = h0(m) ∗ [h0(n) ∗G(m, n)] (3)

LH(m, n) = h0(m) ∗ [h1(n) ∗G(m, n)] (4)

HL(m, n) = h1(m) ∗ [h0(n) ∗G(m, n)] (5)

HH(m, n) = h1(m) ∗ [h1(n) ∗G(m, n)] (6)

Since the HH subband represents the quantity of only high

frequency energy, we compare the HH subband for each

sub-image and the one with the higher energy value is the

sub-image that contains only actual sensor values.

Let E be the total energy for the high frequency compo-

nents for the HH subband.

E =
∑

m,n

HH(m, n)2 (7)

where m, n are the spatial coordinates of the HH subband.

2.3. Location of True Red and Blue Sensor Pixels

Once the true green pixel location is confirmed, the re-

maining task is to identify the actual red and blue sensor

pixel locations. If the GA sub-image is chosen, the possible

CFA configurations are those shown in Fig. 1(a) and 1(b).

Otherwise, if the GB sub-image is chosen instead, the other

two possible configurations are those shown in Fig. 1(c) and

1(d).

Without loss of generality, we suppose that the GA sub-

image indicates the true location for the green pixels. As a

(a) Extraction of Red pixels to form R1 and R2 sub-images.

(b) Extraction of Blue pixels to form B1 and B2 sub-images.

Figure 4. Extraction of Red and Blue sub-images.

result, the only two possible configurations for the red and

blue pixel locations are shown by Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b).

The next task is to identify which of the above two is the

correct configuration. To determine the energy level of the

high frequency component for the red pixels, we extract the

red pixels to produce a down-sampled red plane, as shown

in Fig. 4(a) and then apply (6)-(7) to determine the total

energy, ERed. A similar process is applied to determine the

energy level of the high frequency component for the blue

pixels EBlue. Let ERB be the total energy for the red and

blue down-sampled planes.

ERB = ERed + EBlue (8)

The ERB for each configuration is then evaluated and com-

pared, and the configuration with the higher ERB is consid-

ered to be the correct one.

3. Our Proposed Method

Once the configuration of the Bayer pattern is deter-

mined, the actual CFA sensor data can now be extracted

from the full colour demosaicked image. A state-of-the-

art demosaicking algorithm can now be applied to the CFA

data for re-demosaicking. For experimental purposes, the

demosaicking method described in [14] was applied. This

recently developed demosaicking technique can produce a

demosaicked colour image with minimal colour artifacts

whilst preserving sharp colour edges.
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Figure 5. Block Diagram of Our Proposed Method.

EGA > EGB ?

ERB_Fig1A > 
ERB_Fig1B ?

ERB_Fig1C > 
ERB_Fig1D ?

CFA = Fig1A CFA = Fig1B CFA = Fig1C CFA = Fig1D

Yes No

Yes YesNo No

Input RGB 
Image

Figure 6. Identification of CFA Configuration.

The block diagram of our proposed method is shown in

Fig. 5. The input colour image with colour artifacts is first

analysed to identify the actual CFA Bayer pattern in the

camera used to capture the original image. Fig. 6 gives the

flowchart for the identification process. Once the CFA con-

figuration is identified, the original CFA is re-constructed

from the full-colour image. This re-constructed CFA is then

demosaicked using state-of-the-art algorithms with minimal

colour artifacts.

Figure 7. Test Images 7(a)-(t) from left to right, top to bottom.

4. Experimental Results

For experimental assessment, we assumed that early gen-

eration digital cameras used one of the two simple demo-

saicking techniques, namely Bilinear and Freeman [3], and

the output is a demosaicked full colour image. If the input

is in JPEG format, it will first be decompressed to give a

full colour image.

To assess the performance of our proposed method for

images with different characteristics, twenty standard test

images [6] as shown in Fig. 7 were used. These test im-

ages were first used to generate a set of CFA Bayer images

with various configurations as shown in Fig. 1. They were

then demosaicked using two chosen simple demosaicking

methods, namely Bilinear and Freeman [3]. After the appli-

cation of our proposed re-demosaicking method, the results

are tabulated in Table 1, which gives the Peak Signal-to-

Noise Ratio (PSNR) [2] and the Normalized Color Differ-

ence (NCD) [12] quality measures. This confirms that our

proposed method produced a re-demosaicked image with a

quality higher than its input. From our experimental results,

our inverse demosaicking method can correctly identify all

the actual CFA Bayer configuration without errors.

For visual assessment, we used Fig. 8(a) which is a sec-

tion in Fig. 7(q) for evaluation. This section contains the

mast of a boat showing thin wires which cause problems

to many demosaicking algorithms resulting in the produc-

tion of colour artifacts. Fig. 8(b) is a demosaicked image

using Bilinear and Fig. 8(c) is demosaicked by Freeman.

Both figures clearly contain ample visual colour artifacts

around that mast region. The output produced by our pro-

posed re-demosaicking algorithm, as shown in Fig. 8(d), has

clearly resulted in less colour artifacts. The quality of the

output is now comparable to that of a contemporary digital

camera using state-of-the-art demosaicking algorithms. To

further evaluate our method visually, we applied our pro-

posed re-demosaicking method to another image with dif-

ferent features as shown in Fig. 9. The output image pro-

duced by our proposed re-demosaicking method confirms
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that our method can reproduce an image with higher quality

than the original full colour image. Moreover, this confirms

that images not in RAW format (digital negative) can still

be re-demosaicked to produce better quality images.

5. Conclusion
It is always desirable to make use of the advancement

of new research to produce better results. This is exactly

the idea of our proposal to improve the quality of older im-

ages taken by early generation digital cameras using the

advancement of demosaicking algorithms. As most ama-

teur digital cameras store their images in non-Raw (non-

digital negative) format, colour artifacts are generally dif-

ficult to remove by direct application of filtering. Our

proposed method using inverse demosaicking avoids the

requirement of an input image being in digital negative

(RAW) format and allows images in any format to be re-

demosaicked in order to produce a higher quality image.

It has been shown that our proposed inverse demosaicking

method using wavelet transform can successful identity the

CFA Bayer pattern used in the digital camera sensor. All-

in-all our proposed method is able to improve and reduce

colour artifacts for digital images taken by early genera-

tion digital cameras and can also be applied in the future

to improve digital images when better demosaicking meth-

ods have been developed.
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